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Ousted OpenAI CEO Joins Microsoft

AP Images
Sam Altman

Over the weekend, OpenAI unexpectedly
terminated CEO Sam Altman, and removed
Greg Brockman from its board. Microsoft,
who is partnered with OpenAI, quickly hired
both to lead a new advanced AI research
team, with Microsoft CEO Satya Nadella
announcing on X, “And we’re extremely
excited to share the news that Sam Altman
and Greg Brockman, together with
colleagues, will be joining Microsoft to lead
a new advanced AI research team.”

As a result of the events over the past
weekend, dozens of OpenAI employees have
already quit, and 505 of 700 OpenAI
employees signed a letter requesting that all
current board members resign, or they
would accept positions offered by
Microsoft’s new subsidiary run by Altman
and Brockman.

OpenAI interim CEO Emmett Shear announced he would investigate the decisions by the board leading
to the current situation, writing on X that he plans to “Hire an independent investigator to dig into the
entire process leading up to this point and generate a full report.”

https://twitter.com/satyanadella/status/1726509045803336122
https://www.theinformation.com/articles/dozens-of-staffers-quit-openai-after-sutskever-says-altman-wont-return
https://www.theinformation.com/articles/dozens-of-staffers-quit-openai-after-sutskever-says-altman-wont-return
https://twitter.com/MorningBrew/status/1726607543131361367
https://twitter.com/MorningBrew/status/1726607543131361367
https://apnews.com/article/altman-ai-chatgpt-leadership-microsoft-a110b173c3eff4a374992017f05cd45a
https://twitter.com/eshear/status/1726526112019382275
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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